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DISCLAIMER

This white paper is for informational and general guidance on matters of interest only. The application and im-

pact of laws can vary widely based on the specific facts involved. Given the changing nature of laws, rules and 

regulations, and the inherent hazards of electronic communication, there may be delays, omissions or inaccu-

racies in information contained in this white paper. 

Ehrhardt Partner Group (EPG) has made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this white 

paper has been obtained from publicly available sources believed to be reliable. Unless otherwise indicated, the 

information contained herein is believed to be accurate as of March 2020. EPG is not responsible for any errors 

or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information. All information in this white paper, 

gathered from publicly available sources, is provided “as is”, with no guarantee or warranty as to the complete-

ness, accuracy, or timeliness of the information contained therein, or of the results obtained from the use of this 

information. Certain information herein reflects assumptions or opinions of EPG; no representation is made as 

to the reasonableness of such assumptions or opinions. The information contained herein is subject to change 

without further notice. EPG expressly disclaims any and all representations and warranties of any kind related to 

the information in this white paper or the use of such information, express or implied, including, but not limited 

to warranties of performance, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. 

In no event will EPG, its related partnerships or corporations, or the partners, agents, employees, or affiliates 

thereof be liable to you or anyone else for any use of the information contained in this white paper, for any de-

cision made or action taken in reliance on the information in this white paper, or for any consequential, special 

or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. Nothing herein shall be deemed to 

constitute investment, legal, tax, financial, accounting, or other advice.

This white paper may contain third party copyrights, trademarks, and other information, each of which is the 

property of its respective owner. Unless otherwise indicated, such third parties are not affiliated with EPG, and 

do not sponsor or endorse this white paper or any EPG goods or services. Certain links in this white paper may 

connect to other websites maintained by third parties over whom EPG has no control. EPG makes no represen-

tations as to the accuracy or any other aspect of information contained in other websites.

© Copyright 2020, Ehrhardt Partner Solutions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Lydia Voice is either a registered trade-

mark or trademark of EPG.

SAP, SAP EWM and SAP WM are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and in other 

countries. 

Vocollect voice and Talkman are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Honeywell International Inc. in 

the United States and in other countries. 

Zebra is a trademark of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. 

All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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If your business has been using voice for many years with that old “blue potato”, you might not be aware that 

you will be confronted in 2020 with known data security issues needing your immediate business attention. 

That’s because Microsoft formally ended extended support and tis no longer providing security patches for 

the Windows® CE operating system, which operates your old blue potato. Thus, if you are using one of those 

blue potatoes, be it an T2x, A500 or even the first generation A700, known data security danger awaits your 

business. Now you know. Danger ahead.

Data security is nothing to ignore, once you know it exits. For most blue potato 

customers, few really knew of their data security exposure, since the operating 

system was a non-issue. Now that you know, you must now protect your busi-

ness. 

Before you simply move forward and agree to upgrade to a newer blue potato that 

and costs a $1,000 more than virtually any other certified voice-enabled device, 

it is your responsibility to honestly evaluate and compare possible voice solution 

alternatives.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE FACTS: 

MICROSOFT ENDED ITS EXTENDED SUPPORT AS FOLLOWS:

January 14, 2020, for Windows Embedded 6.X (Talkman A500, T2x).

January 2021, for Windows Embedded 7.X (Talkman A710, 720, 730).

This white paper will address the known security challenge confronting EVERY blue potato customer and 

 introduce you to Lydia Voice, which can provide your business an exciting upgraded voice solution alternative, 

since your business MUST ACT. 

Now that you know. Be Better.
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Yes. Your old blue potato has put your business since January 14, 2020 because Microsoft has formally ended 

their support and the ended the issuance of ANY new security fixes. If you were not 100% sure of the operating 

system for your blue potato device, take a look at the following product specifications, that can easily be locat-

ed with a simple google search. As you see, yes, your T2x, A500 and first generation A700 devices are at risk 

and so is the data security of your business. Click on the respective tables to learn more.

DID YOU KNOW 
THAT THE BLUE POTATO PUTS 

YOUR BUSINESS AT RISK?

T2X

https://aidc.honeywell.com/CatalogDocuments/vocollect-A720-A710-data-sheet-en.pdf
https://www.fieldtechnologiesonline.com/doc/vocollect-talkman-t2t2x-wearable-computers-0003
https://www.honeywellaidc.com/products/workflow-solutions/vocollect-wearable-mobile-devices/a500
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Did you know that Lydia Voice is now the second largest global voice provider in the distribution center 

market? Did you know that Lydia Voice offers you an innovative workflow performance solution that is fully 

configurable and designed specifically for the high-noise warehouse and distribution center and eliminates old 

fashioned voice template training? Did you know that the Lydia Voice team is now the largest dedicated global 

organization developing and selling voice solutions for the warehouse market and mobile worker? 

Our supply chain industry domain expertise has en-

abled us to successfully onboard hundreds of thousands 

of mobile workers around the world where we excel at 

multi-site, multi-lingual implementations with some of the 

largest customer installations globally( and we are really 

strong in the Grocery Wholesale, Retail Grocery and each 

and case oriented industries). We also have more large-

scale proof points from customers who have already up-

graded from Vocollect voice to Lydia Voice. And many 

are executing larger scale roll outs in 2020 (500+ Users).

Lydia Voice enables customers to become more self-suf-

ficient. For too long, traditional and overly complex voice 

solutions providers made their voice technology seem 

like voodoo magic. Lydia Voice is different because we 

want you to take charge and control your future with our 

voice solution. Your 2020 planning should include the re-

view of Lydia Voice.

Your business review will find that voice recognition technology has taken major leaps and bounds forward over 

the past few years and no longer requires old-fashioned voice template training, which eliminates the produc-

tivity reducing voice template retraining efforts. The voice market has changed considerably. Lydia Voice users 

are supported by a 24 x 7 staffed support center and has successfully scaled to more than 5,000 users on a 

single server instance. That customer by the way is using our native SAP Lydia Voice solution.

It’s time to challenge your voice solution to be better, and to reduce your 2020 voice budget by more than 30%. 

Now that you know. Be Better.

HELLO LYDIA VOICE 8
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One of the biggest changes in the voice industry has been around the performance of voice recognition in noisy 

warehouse environments. Historically, this was the main competitive differentiator for previous generation voice 

solutions – but those days are long gone. In fact, older voice solutions are still using outdated and complex 

voice technology from a bygone era. Let’s not forget that it is no longer 2009. 

A key difference is that older systems require or “strongly recommend” the customer use their voice template 

training approach. This is a dead giveaway that their voice recognition engine built in 80’s and 90’s and is not 

using modern technology architecture. 

The #1 reason why businesses prefer Lydia Voice is due to our modern market leading voice recognition and 

the ability to successfully address the age-old problem of difficult worker dialects and elimination of the need 

to waste time with outdated voice template training efforts. Lydia Voice and its Deep Neural Network Acoustic 

Learning platform enables customers to benefit by providing leading voice recognition capabilities. EPG joins 

industry leaders Amazon, Google, and Microsoft to offer solutions based on the next wave of AI, except that 

Lydia Voice has also been specifically optimized for the noisy fulfillment center and distribution center environ-

ment. 

The Lydia Voice neural network solution has been modeled specifically for the challenging industrial environ-

ment, where near-perfect voice recognition accuracy is required, and eliminates old-fashioned voice template 

training. It is self-learning, as the deep neural network acoustic learning data model continues to improve 

performance over time. Our neural network developed sound models address industrial environment sounds 

such as forklift beeps, pallet drops, fan/freezer noise and miscellaneous conversations, which helps enable un-

matched voice recognition accuracy. The Lydia Voice 

Active Adapt™ environmental voice recognizer, also 

enables automatic gain control (AGC) and noise control 

volume (NCV) for additional voice recognizer perfor-

mance improvements. 

VOICE RECOGNITION  
IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS  

IS CORNERSTONE TO SUCCESS

Our neural network developed 

sound models address industrial 

environment sounds such as fork-

lift beeps, pallet drops, fan/freezer 

noise and miscellaneous conver-

sations.
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Our deep neural network computing solution helps provide extreme accuracy for those with challenging speech 

patterns and mixed dialects, without the requirement (or strong recommendation) to train the associate with a 

set of in-vocabulary speech words, which often requires about 30-minute training, as well as a monthly voice 

template retraining due to declining voice recognition performance (the other guys never mention retraining … 

but users know about this ongoing productivity reduction issue).

The following image shows the worker benefits obtained with a modern deep neural network driven voice rec-

ognition solution.

NO MORE  
VOICE TEMPLATE TRAINING REQUIRED. 

Pre-Neural Network Computing
Good Voice Recognition

LYDIA VOICE 8 – Using Neural 
Network Computing Technology

Source: Ehrhardt Partner Group (epg.com)

Pre-Neural Network Computing
Poor Voice Recognition
(forced voice template retraining)
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The superior productivity performance of Lydia Voice vs. older voice solutions has been quantitatively 

 attributed by customers to the elimination of voice template training and ongoing retraining activities as well as 

less  repeating and fewer missed recognized words and numbers. They also point to the faster onboarding of 

 seasonal and temporary workers.

Another thing to consider is the “sound” of the voice solution. Can you point to any voice recognition 

product available on the market today that still uses a digital sounding voice? If the technology sounds 

like it from the 1980’s, it’s because it probably is. 

Lydia Voice sounds like a human voice, not a digitized voice that sounds like it’s from a 1980’s horror movie. It 

can also adjust in tempo and excels at high speeds, which offers your workers a higher throughput. Users who 

have transitioned from Vocollect voice to Lydia Voice all comment positively about having a human sounding 

voice and report no recognition issues when they increase the voice speeds for maximum performance.

 Vocollect Voice user since 2010

 24% improvement vs. previous non-voice solution

 Over one million voice picks per year

 Transitioned to Lydia Voice in 2017

 50% of workers using Lydia VoiceWear by worker request

 Changing to Lydia Voice increased worker performance by 

11% compared to the previous voice solution

 Increase was a big surprise – the customer didn’t expect 

an improvement since they had already been using voice

“WHAT IS CERTAIN IS THAT WE HAVE 
FOUND A SYSTEM WITH WHICH WE ARE 
WELL POSITIONED FOR THE FUTURE.”

SIMBA DICKIE EXECUTIVE

While one can make a technical argument for newer and modern voice recognition solutions vs. one’s requiring 

or recommending voice template training, the proof is in the real results with customers. Customers moving 

to Lydia Voice from a competitive voice solution (that starts with a “V”) have gained an additional 8% to 12% 

improvement in worker productivity. You read that correctly. That’s a pretty strong statement and is factually 

backed up with real customer results at many transitioned customers. On the following page, a real customer 

who was a previously a long-time Vocollect voice user shared their results after they moved to Lydia Voice.

DEEP NEURAL NETWORK COMPUTING  
IMPROVES YOUR BOTTOM LINE 
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We’ve made it easy for you to hear Lydia Voice for yourself. Download a working demo from the Google Play 

store in the App section: Search for Lydia Voice.

DOWNLOAD  
THE LYDIA VOICE WORKING DEMO 

FROM GOOGLE PLAY STORE 
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If you are potentially a new voice customer and concerned about integrating your WMS or ERP with Lydia 

Voice, chances are Lydia Voice has already been successfully integrated with your solution or it is easy to 

accomplish. And we continue to add new integrations and new version support every year. Lydia Voice takes 

the pressure off your IT team. We offer the flexibility you need to implement your IT architectural strategy, while 

reducing your project risk and meeting your desired go-live date. 

We offer the industry’s fastest integration with minimal IT time needed. Whether you desire a native voice 

 interface (for SAP EWM and WM customers), a real-time direct interface (for Tier 1, Tier 2 and many Tier 3 WMS 

solutions), or a near real-time interface (for in-house developed and older customized legacy solutions), Lydia 

Voice offers you choices and multiple approaches, including RESTful Web Services. Another key point your IT 

team will note, integration with Lydia Voice typically requires only days of effort vs. the traditional project other 

voice providers require.

INTEGRATE LYDIA VOICE QUICKLY 

Additional integration possibilities are possible. Please contact your EPG representative.
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A key differentiation for Lydia Voice is our NATIVE integration with SAP. It’s why virtually every SAP customer 

evaluating Lydia Voice vs. other voice solutions prefer Lydia Voice. 

This is an interesting area because for years, some of the other voice-directed providers have promoted their 

SAP direct real-time interfaces without any real success. The SAP integrator market has spoken volumes with 

their lack of enthusiasm for these overly complicated interfaces to SAP that force the SAP integrator away from 

their strong SAP knowledgebase.

Unfortunately for the SAP customer, most voice suppliers continue to either use a middleware solution or they 

have overly complicated the interface activities that require an SAP partner as well as a voice-oriented specialist 

partner. Neither option is desirable - businesses know managing a project with a single partner is hard enough, 

it becomes just too complex when two partners need to be engaged. This is probably the main reason why 

other voice suppliers struggle to successfully penetrate the SAP market opportunity.

NATIVE INTEGRATION  
WITH SAP S/3 AND S/4HANA WITH EWM AND WM

Best: Native SAP integration

Best: 100% online connection

Best: Application logic located within SAP

Best: Based on SAP voice properties

Best: All development within SAP environment

Best:  For higher user performance and single 
instance scalability
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The Lydia Voice Prove It! Program is for businesses who want to actively evaluate adding Lydia Voice to their 

distribution center and warehouse workflow processes. The Prove It! Program also provides functioning voice 

integration with their existing WMS solution and not “off-line” data connections.

To learn more, please visit Lydia-Voice-prove-it.

LYDIA VOICE PROVE IT! PROGRAM

OPPORTUNITY TO ‘TRY BEFORE YOU BUY’ LYDIA VOICE

Two Approaches:

1. Integrate Lydia Voice with an existing WMS (New voice user)

2. Run Lydia Voice with Vocollect Voice – EPG’s Co-Exist Solution
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Many Lydia Voice customers are strategically transitioning many of their solutions to cloud environments. EPG 

has invested heavily and continues to invest in continually expanding our EPG Cloud environment for  customers 

who want to take advantage of our SaaS solution or desire to have EPG provide Hosting and Managed Services 

of their Lydia Voice infrastructure. Here are some of the key highlights about our EPG Cloud solution.

EPG DATA CENTER HIGHLIGHTS

EPG Data Center Highlights

Three Data Centers ≈ 200 Active
Enterprise Customers 20+ Million Picks/day Three + Million 

storage bins

75% Growth 
for EPG cloud

Tier 3+ Fortress 
Datacenter

10 Days of autonomy 
without power

250+ Automation 
technology components

99.95% 
Uptime SLA

ISO/IEC 27001  
certified

LEED Green 
Data Center

Three-tiered 
Solution Offering



EPG is a leading logistics expert and employs more than 600 workers at 14 locations around the world. 

The company was founded in 1987. Over 1,500 customers from all industries trust the expertise, the cross- 

sector offering and the know-how of EPG. Over the years, our software has evolved into a comprehensive  

supply chain execution suite and allows for networked control of all manual and automated logistics processes 

(WMS and WCS) – in the warehouse – including resource and employee deployment planning. In addition to  

LFS.wms, EPG offers an efficient and ergonomic solution in Lydia Voice for voice-guided processes in logistics, 

industry and maintenance. Lydia Voice works based on neural networks and AI components and is therefore 

technologically pioneering. 

>1,500
Customers Globally

700+ People
Dedicated EPG 
Logistics Team

24-Hour Support
‘Always On’ customer

support center

Privately Held
Profitable, No Debt

License Friendly
Perpetual, Subscription, 

SaaS and Managed Services

Tier 3 
Data Center
99.95% Uptime SLA

>200 Million
Picks per day

2nd Largest 
Global Voice

Lydia Voice
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EPG FAST FACTS 
SMARTER CONNECTED LOGISTICS

Ehrhardt + Partner Solutions, Inc.

15720 Brixham Hill Ave, Suite 334, Charlotte, NC 28277

Phone (704) 927-1483 info.us@epg.com | www.epg.com

© Copywrite 2020, Ehrhardt Partner Solutions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Lydia Voice are either registered trademarks or trademarks of EPG. 

SAP, SAP EWM and SAP WM are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and in other countries. All Rights Reserved. 
Vocollect voice is a trademark of Honeywell International Inc. in the United States and in other countries. All Rights Reserved.

All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.




